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SUMMARY

Broomrape (Orobanche clonana Wallr.) is an obligate parasitic plant which feeds on
sunflower roots and causes very high yietd losses in sunflower. Due to broomrape problem,
production area dropped down by as much as 50Vo in Turkey during 795642. This problem
was solved with planting resistant varieties. Flowever, broomrape became a problem again in
1980.

' This studywas conducted at the Thrace Agricultural Research Institute to determine
the existing broomrape races in 1'hrace during 198!90. Broomrape seeds collected from
sunt-lower fields in the region and differentials obtained from Romania were used in this study.
It was concluded that broomrape recently seen in the Thrace region was race "E".
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INTRODUCTION

Broomrape (Orobanche cunrana Wallr.) is an obligate parasite plant which câuses
high yield losses of sunflower. Its very small and light s"ù mukes it spread easily bywind
and water at large distance. The seeds remain vital in thc soil for 15-20 years (pïsiovoit,
1975 and Skorié. 1988i.

Broomrape control is primarily by host resistance. Resistant sunflowers were first
developed in the USSR during rgtz-|7. Those werc Kruglig-A-41, Kruglig-631 and
Saratovsky-'1'69, all resistant to race A of broomrape. When broomrape atiaCk occured
on resistant sunflowers in some parts of the USSR in the twenties, studies revealed that
there developed a new race delined race B (Pustovoit, 1975). The newly discovere race
B was more virulent and it was able 1o cause 7-9 fold seed yield reduction of susceptible
sunfl owers (Pustovoj t, 1975).

Development of resistent sunflowers to race B took some time. Resistant sunflower
cultivars developed for race B were vniimk 1646, vniimk g931, vniimk 6540, smena,
Peredovik, Armavirsky z+!l 

91t! Majak. However, ir was nored thar broomrape artack
occured in some parts of the ussR on those cultivars in the ,70s (pustovoit, 1ô75).

Vranceanu et al. (1980) founcl that five physiological races exist within the broom-
rape population from Braila area in Romania. They also cliscovered differential hosts for
those races. Studies on broomrape population collectecl from Vojvodina in yugoslavia
revealed that there wereT races in that population (Aéimovié, 19d0). Broomrapé is also
a problem in Spain (ôzhatay, t973) and in nutgariâ (Biwarova, 19i8).
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First problems with broomrape occurred Turkey in 1956. _Following -1956,
sunflower aèreag" and production has decreased tremendously in Turkey (Ozhatay'

1973). After cletèrmination of resistant Vniimk cultivars in 7964, its production.area

increased again. Vniimk 8931which was known to be resistant to broomrape races Aand
B predominated in all sunflower areas. However, it was attacked by broomrape races and

reiistance sources to them were initiated at the Thrace Agricultural Research Institute,

Edirne in Turkey.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Sunflower differentials were obtained from Romania to determine broomrape

races of Thrace in 1,983. Difterentials an<I their reactions to broomrape races are given

in Table 1.

Tàble 1. Sunflower broomrape-differential lines and their reaction to race

complexes of Orobanche cunrana.

This studywas carried out at the research field of the Thrace Agricultural Research

Institute, Eclirne, in the years of 1983, 1984 ancl 1986-1990. 0043 B, a maintainer line
which was developed at Edirne, was adtlecl to differentials during 1986-90. Jdanov-S28L

was replaced by Vniimk-8931 which is resistant to races A and B at the same years.

Inoculum was preparecl with Orobanchc seeds collected at maturity of broomrape
shoots from sunflower fielcls in different parts of the Thrace region. Sunflower planting
was made by hand. Prior to planting, rows one meter apart were marked and hills 30-35
cm apart within row were made. Approximately 500 mg of inoculum was put in each hill
and little amount of water was given to promote the germination of sunflowers. Three
sunflower seeds were put into each hill. After emergence plants were thinned to one plant
in each hill. Two replications were used except 3 replications in L984, 1986 and 1989.

Number of rows per plot differed from year to year but it was generally two rows.

Total sunflower plants per plot, plants parasitized by broomrape per plot and total
broomrape shoots above grouncl per plot were used for evaluation of sunflower differen-
tials against Orobanche parasitism. Three indices of parasitism, as defined by Vrenceanu
et al. (1986), were calculated. "Frequenry" was calculated as the percent of sunflower
plants attacked by broomrape. "Intensity" was the average number of broomrape shoots
per parasitized sunflower plant. "Attacking rate" was thc average number of broomrape
shoots consirlering all sunflower plants for each differential. Sunflowers which show L07"

or lower frequency and one or less attacking rate scores are considered resistant or highly
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tolerant to broomrape in our conditions. The proportion of each broomrape race in the
race complex was also estimated from the relative attacking rate scores.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Broomrape parasitism results on sunflower differentials are given in Table 2.

AD46, Kruglig-A-4l, Vniimk-S931 and Rccord werc highly affected by broomrape
attack. S-1358-A which is resistant to races A,B,C and D had lower frequency, intensity
and attacking rate scores than sunflowers mentioned above. However, the scores ob-

tained on S-1358-A are higher than the accepted scores for resistance to broomrape.
P-130-Sa and 0043 B had the lowest parasitism scores in the study.

The results with differentials in our studyweresomewhat consistentwith the results
obtained in Romania. Vranceanu ct al. (1975), noted that AD-66 which was susceptible
to all races of broomrape was highly attacked by Orobanche. Although high frequency
and attacking rate scores were observed on AD-66 in the earlyyears of the test, theywere
lower in the following test years. Since AD-66 was very susceptible to broomrape, it was

highly affected by Orobanche attack at thc early growth stage. It was observed that plant
development of AD-66 was retarded and some plants died after broomrape attack.

Therefore, the number of plants of AD-66 evaluated was low almost in all years. Higher
broomrape nodulation on roots and poor plant development of AD-66 lessened

Orobanche shoot growth above ground. Hence, intensity was low for AD-66 when
compared with the results obtained by Vranceany et al. (1975).

According to Pustovoit (1975), Jdanov-8281 is resistant to races A and B. It was

tested in 1983 and 1984. When the results of Jdanov-9291 were compared with the results
of Record and S-1358-Awhich are resistant to 3 and 4 races of broomrape, respectively,
it showed lower frequenry and attacking rate scores. The parasitism results were also
lower than the results of Vranceanu et al. (1975). Jdanov*8281 then may be considered
to have some tolerance to the new race. Sincc we had encountered complications with
Jdanov-8281, it was replaced by Vniimk-S931 which was also resistant to races A and B.

According to Vranceanu et al. (1975), P-1380-2A is resistant to broomrape races

A,B,C,D and E. Broomrape frequenry scores obtained on P-1380-24 averaged 4.9Vo.

Few broomrape occuring on P-1380-2A can bc cxplained by seed mixture or presence
of a new race different from race E in the Thrace region. If the latter assumption is

accepted, it can be said that the new race is not very harmful because many Orobanche
shoots observed on P-1380-2A are poor and inable to set seed.

Broomrape resistance of 0043 B which has bcen used extensively in sunflower
breeding programs shows that it is still resistant. to the Orobanche races in the region.

The estimation of the proportion of each broomrape race within the broomrape
population showed that races A, B, C and D were evenly represented (Table 2). Race E
was in the lowest proportion.

This study showed that five race complexes of broomrape exist within O. cumana
population in Thrace region ofTurkcy and lines P-1380-2A and 0043 B, developed by
Romania and Turkey, respectively, were resistant to those races.

23
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Thble 2. Combined data of broomrape parasitism results on sunflower
differentials in Thrace durinc 1983-90.

Tested 2 yeârs
Tested 5 years

Tested 6 years

Race Frequency:
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DETERMIN^CION l)It R Z^s DE lopo (orobanche cumana waltr.) DE GIRASoL EN
LA REGION TURCA DE TRACIA.

RESUMEN

. Jopo (orobanche cunnna wallr.) es una planta parâsita obligada que se alimenta en
ra(ces de girasol y causa pérdidas de rendimiento de girasol muy elevaàas. Dibido al problema
de jopo, el ârea de producci6n se redujo al 50vo en Turquia durante 1,gsffi2.Este problema
se resolvi6 mediante la sicmbra de variedados resistentes. Sin embargo, eljopo volvi-6 a ser un
problema de nuevo en 1980.

Este estudio se realiz6 en el Instituto de Investigacidn Agricola de Tracia con el objeto
de determinar las razas de jopo s\istcntes en Tracia durante l9g3_90. En este estudio se
utilizaron semillas de jopo recolectadas de campos de girasol en la regi6n y diferenciales
obtendidos de Rumania. So concluyd que el jopo recientementc observado en la regi6n de
Tracia era dc la raza "E".

DÉTI'RMINATIoN DE RÂCES D'orobanche cllmana 'VIaIIr.,PAR/iSITEDU TOURNESOL
DANS LA RÉGION DE TIIRACE EN TURQUIE.

nÉsuvÉ:
Orobanche ctoitana Wallr. est un parasite obligatoire qui se développe sur les racines

de tournesol provoquânt de très importantcs pertes tle rendement. En raison de ce probléme
la culture du tournesol a fégressé en Turquie de 50Va entre 7956 et \962. Une soluiion avait
été trouvéc grâce à l'introduction d'hybrides résistants. Cependant ce parasite constitue de
nouveau un probléme depuis 1980. cet étude, réaliséc entre lggg3 et 1990, a été menée à
l'lnstitut de Recherches Agricole de'rhracc afin de déterminer I'existence de races d'-
orobanche dans cette région. Lcs graincs cle cc parasitc ont été récoltées sur des parcelles
infectées de tournesol ct différentes races en provenance de Roumanie ont été utili;ées. Il a
été conclu que la race obsewée récemment en f'hrace est la race ,.E".




